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bstract

We report an investigation on the initial stages of growth of carbon onions synthesized by CVD of methane. A special experimental procedure
as been developed to stop the process after short duration (10 s–2 min). It has found that during the early stages (90 s), carbon atom cluster

ncapsulated nanoparticles were formed. With increasing synthesis time (2 min), the carbon clusters began to graphitize to form graphitic layers.
igh resolution transmission electron microscope observations showed that many catalytic particles were partially encapsulated with graphitic

ayers, which were responsible for the hollow carbon onion formation.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Carbon onions, which are quasi-spherical carbon nanopar-
icles consisting of concentric graphitic shells, are expected to
e a new conformation of nanosize carbon materials and have
ood prospects for several applications of composite materials,
agnetic storage media and wear-resistant materials [1,2]. Since

he first observation of carbon onions [2], many attempts have
een made to fabricate these onions and understand their forma-
ion mechanism [3,4]. Iijima [2] once tried to describe this new
tructure with a model involving a mixed sp2/sp3 hybridiza-
ion of carbon atoms. However, the scientific community did
ot pay much attention to this explanation before the fullerene
ne [5] and it is only in 1987 [6,7] that the structures char-
cterized by Iijima were reconsidered and discussed in terms
f fullerene structures. Actually, the intense interest devoted to
he carbon onions was in 1992, when Ugarte [8] discovered a
eproducible technique to realize their formation that consists in
rradiating carbon soot by an intense electron beam in a trans-
ission electron microscope (TEM). Except for this production
echnique, several other methods were also developed to syn-
hesize carbon onions. Thermal treatment of fullerene black [9],
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hock-wave treatment of carbon soots [10], dc arc-discharge of
raphite electrode [11], pulsed laser deposition [4], and catalytic
ecomposition of carbon containing gases [12,13] at elevated
emperatures appears as the most promising technique for pro-
ucing numerous carbon onions with high purity.

Previously, we have obtained a mass of carbon onions in the
rocess of catalytic decomposition of methane over Ni/Al cata-
yst at low temperature [12]. Compared with above carbon onion
ynthesis method [4,9–11], our carbon onions synthesized were
n large quality and with diameters ranging from 5 to 50 nm,
nd that the synthesis equipment was relatively inexpensive. We
ave since paid much attention to this kind of carbon nanos-
ructure. Because a thorough understanding of the formation

echanism for such carbon nanostructure is crucial to design
rocedures for controlling the growth conditions in order to
btain structures which might be directly used in different fields
n nanotechnology, and that some models describing the forma-
ion of nano-onions fabricated by the methods including electric
rc, high-energy electron irradiation of carbonaceous materials,
nd thermal treatment of “fullerene black” have been suggested
n Refs. [14–17]. However, the growth mechanism of carbon
nions by CVD is still under discussion. Therefore, the under-

tanding of carbon onion formation during the initial stages of
he growth is of particular importance. To the best of our knowl-
dge, no experimental study of the initial stages of carbon onion
rowth by CVD of methane is reported.

mailto:nqzhao@tju.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2006.11.016
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In this study, we report an investigation on the initial stages
f the carbon onion growth performed to understand the mech-
nism operating in the formation of nano-onions. We developed
specific synthesis procedure in order to control precisely the

ynthesis duration for short times. A particular interest was
evoted to the study of the location of catalyst particles and
heir chemical nature, morphology and size distribution when
ano-onions started to grow in order to get information related to
heir growth mechanism. The understanding of the parameters
nvolved would allow the development of efficient production
rocedures.

. Experimental

The fabrication procedures of catalyst are similar to those described in Ref.
12]. In brief, the right amounts of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and aluminum powder were
ixed in 1 l distilled water to yield the final weight ratio of Ni/Al equal to 3/1, and
ppropriate NaOH dissolved in 50 ml distilled water was added to the previous
ixture with constant stirring. The colloid obtained was then washed for several

imes with distilled water and dried in a vacuum furnace. Finally, the colloid was
alcined in N2 atmosphere at 400 ◦C for 4 h to form fine NiO/Al composite pow-
er, which was employed in the following carbon onion synthesis experiment.

o
t
d

ig. 1. (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM image of the early stages of nano-onion growth for
arly stages of nano-onion growth for 2 min at 600 ◦C from catalytic decomposition
lusters. (d) EDX analysis of catalytic particle encapsulated by carbon atom clusters
ompounds 452 (2008) 258–262 259

In the catalytic decomposition processes, some catalyst of the NiO/Al was
ut in a quartz boat and placed in a horizontal quartz tube reactor. In order to
onvert the nickel oxides in the catalyst to metallic Ni, the catalyst was firstly
educed at 600 ◦C in a hydrogen atmosphere for 2 h. Then, carbon onions were
rown at 600 or 550 ◦C for some time (10 s–2 min) by introducing a mixture of
H4/N2 into the reactor at a flow rate of 60 ml/min/420 ml/min. Then the gas
ow was switched back to nitrogen with a very large flow rate (2000 ml/min)
fter the growth process to purge the methane from the tube in short order and
o prevent back flow of air into the tube. The furnace was then allowed to cool
o room temperature before exposing the carbon nanomaterials to the air.

A small quantity of the as-prepared carbon nanomaterials has been dis-
ersed in ethanol and dispersed onto copper grids in order to perform detailed
bservations on individual nano-onion by transmission electron microscopy
TEM) and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) (Philips Tecnai G2 F20, 200 kV).
nergy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses were coupled to TEM observations to
etermine the nature of the products.

. Results and discussion
TEM images (Fig. 1) show the changes in the morphology
f the products when varying the synthesis duration from 10 s
o 2 min, for 600 ◦C catalytic decomposition temperature. For
uration of 10 s (Fig. 1a and b) and 20 s, essentially few things

10 s at 600 ◦C from catalytic decomposition of methane. (c) TEM image of the
of methane; this image reveals catalytic particles encapsulated by carbon atom
(600 ◦C, 2 min).
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ig. 2. HRTEM observation of: (a) a larger catalytic particle encapsulated by carbon
article encapsulated by graphitic layers obtained by CVD at 600 ◦C for 2 min.

ig. 3. (a and b) HRTEM observation of individual catalytic particle partially encapsu
ndicate the parts without graphite layers encapsulated, and the white arrows indica
btained by CVD at 600 ◦C for 10 min.
atom clusters obtained by CVD at 600 ◦C for 2 min and (b) a smaller catalytic

lated by graphitic layers obtained by CVD at 600 ◦C for 2 min, the black arrows
te the carbon atom clusters; (c) HRTEM observation of hollow carbon onions
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ere found on the surfaces of the catalytic particles with the
iameters ranging from 5 to 30 nm. A few of these nanoparticles
ere growth seeds for carbon-encapsulated particles. Among the

ew carbon nanostructures observed, only carbon-encapsulated
articles were growing, but no hollow carbon onions formed,
nd most of the particles were not leading to carbon nanostruc-
ure growth. After 2 min synthesis duration (Fig. 1c), a mass
f carbon-encapsulated nanoparticles was obtained and yet no
ollow carbon onions existed. This indicated that the number of
arbon-encapsulated nanoparticles was increasing with synthe-
is duration during the initial stages of carbon onion growth. For
lower synthesis temperature (550 ◦C), only catalytic particles
ere also observed for 10 s synthesis duration while no carbon-

ncapsulated nanoparticles formed after 20 s synthesis duration.
he analysis of several images recorded at different places all
ver the copper grid allowed us to give an estimation of the
izes of the carbon-encapsulated nanoparticles synthesized at
00 ◦C for 2 min. Similar results were obtained at 550 and 600 ◦C
ecomposition temperature and for 10 s and 2 min synthesis
uration. A majority of the carbon-encapsulated nanoparticles
xhibited diameters ranging between 10 and 40 nm. Large diam-
ters in the 50–100 nm range could also be found, but they were
ooking like agglomerates of smaller individual particles. EDX
nalysis performed on the catalytic nanoparticles encapsulated
bviously detected Ni and Cu while the O and C signals were
ery feeble (Fig. 1d). The copper peaks due to the sample holder
hould be ignored. Furthermore HRTEM clearly presented the
rystal plane of nickel, therefore the dominating ingredient of
he catalytic particle was Ni and no carbide has formed, which

as consistent with our previous work [12].
When investigating the carbon-encapsulated nanoparticles

btained by catalytic decomposition of methane at 600 ◦C for
min in detail using HRTEM, as illustrated in Fig. 2a and b, we

a
f
t
A

Fig. 4. Schematic models for the growth processes of the carbon-enca
ompounds 452 (2008) 258–262 261

an observe that larger catalytic particles (approximately above
5 nm) were just wrapped by carbon atom clusters (as shown
n Fig. 2a) (though a few carbon atom clusters were graphi-
izing, most of them had not changed to graphite), but most
maller catalytic particles were encapsulated with graphitic lay-
rs (as can be seen in Fig. 2b). The reason for the above distinct
ffects might be that the catalytic nanoparticle played an impor-
ant role in the formation and growth of carbon-encapsulated
anoparticles. Our catalytic synthesis experiment is very simi-
ar to CNT growth processes, and it is also widely accepted that
arbon-encapsulated nanoparticle growth processes involve the
dsorption and the decomposition of gases (or gas phase molec-
lar) containing carbon on metal surfaces, the dissolution and
iffusion of the released carbon atoms in catalyst [14,15,18]. The
ecomposition of methane and graphitization are exothermal
rocesses [18]. Further, the amount of heat due to exothermal
rocesses is proportional to the surface area of the catalytic
anoparticle. Normalizing this heat to the nanoparticle mass (a
roportionality with surface to volume ratio results), and it may
e seen that the heat per unit mass of nanoparticle is lower for
arger particles. Consequently, in this work, the smaller catalytic
anoparticles might reach higher temperature than the larger
atalytic nanoparticles during carbon-encapsulated nanoparti-
le growth. On the basis of Cui et al. [19], the temperature had
mportant effect on the etching rate of C-species on the catalytic
article surface, which decides on the type of carbon nanostruc-
ures. As the synthesis time (2 min) was very short, and that the
ooling rate and the final environment temperature were fixed,
he smaller catalytic nanoparticles with higher surface temper-

ture had faster etching rate of C-species, which made for the
aster graphitizing of the carbon atom clusters segregated on
he nanoparticle surfaces and graphite-like layers were grown.
nalogically, the etching rate of C-species of the larger catalytic

psulated catalytic particles and hollow carbon onions by CVD.
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anoparticles with lower surface temperature was slower, then
he graphitizing rate of the carbon atom clusters was very slow
nd graphitic layers were unable to develop. In addition, we have
lso apparently observed that many smaller catalytic nanopar-
icles were partially encapsulated by graphite layers, and their
esidual parts were encapsulated with carbon atom clusters (as
hown in Fig. 3a and b), indicating that the graphitizing course
f the carbon atom clusters was gradual and not homogeneous.
ere, we speculated that these carbon-encapsulated nanoparti-

les might lead to the growth of hollow carbon onions. Fig. 3c
hows the hollow carbon onions obtained for 10 min. It can be
een that the quasi-spherical carbon onions consisted of several
oncentric carbon layers surrounding a hollow core, and that the
nterlayer spacing between graphitic layers was 0.34 nm, which
as very close to the ideal graphitic interlayer space (0.335 nm).
Based on above-mentioned experimental evidence, we pro-

osed a model to explain the growth of hollow carbon onions
ynthesized by CVD, which was presented in Fig. 4. Firstly,
fter the catalytic decomposition of methane, the process of the
issolution of the decomposed carbon in the catalytic particles
ccurred (Fig. 4b). Then, at some points, the catalytic particles
ecame saturated by carbon due to the carbon solubility limit
Fig. 4d) and carbon segregation began (Fig. 4e), which resulted
n the formation of carbon atom clusters on the catalytic parti-
le surfaces (Fig. 4f). When carbon cluster encapsulation was
omplete, the graphitizing of the carbon clusters occurred. The
ormation of graphitic layers on the catalytic particle surfaces
ed to the stress on the catalytic particle, which would give a pull
tress to the catalytic particle to make it escape from the encap-
ulation (Fig. 4h). If the existed graphitic layer encapsulation
as defective and the pull stress was enough, the catalyst parti-

le would escape and the graphite layers closed upon themselves
o form hollow carbon onions.

. Conclusion
The investigation of the early stages of carbon onion growth
y CVD of methane highlighted different steps in the nano-onion
irth and growth. First, carbon atom clusters were segregated
n catalytic particle surfaces. With prolonging growth time

[
[

[
[
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p to 2 min, continuous graphitizing of the carbon atom clus-
ers occurred and particles partially encapsulated with graphitic
ayers developed. Further, the catalyst particle escaped from
ncapsulation due to the generated stress by the graphite layers,
nd the graphite layers closed upon themselves to form hollow
arbon onions.
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